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Holiday Greetings 2011
Happy holidays from the School of Economic Sciences! We wish
you a wonderful holiday season full of joyous family and friends.
Let me introduce myself as the new director of the School of
Economic Sciences (SES). I joined the school in July and have
enjoyed learning about Washington State University, the many
facets and faces in SES, and exploring Pullman and the Palouse.
Following in the formidable footsteps of SES Director Ron
Mittelhammer, and the able stewardship of Robby Rosenman as
interim director, I am humbled by the confidence bestowed upon
me by the SES faculty, staff, students, and administration.
The undergraduate program in SES remains robust, with about
300 students. The master’s program is growing, and our doctoral
program continues to be one of the strongest on campus. Budgets in the state of
Washington continue to tighten, with further declines in state funding for higher
education. The good news is that, this year, the SES faculty has obtained near-record
grants and contracts to support our research and graduate programs.
In addition, many of you have contributed financially to the School of Economic
Sciences, and I want to express our deep appreciation for these gifts. These funds are
crucial to SES. They provide scholarships for students in these times of rising costs
and a difficult economy. They support our teaching and scholarly work through
professorships and endowed chairs and allow the purchase of software and other
materials for both research and instruction. These monies also contribute to the rich
intellectual life in SES by allowing us to bring in speakers who challenge our faculty
and students to think in new and different ways. Contributions support student
recruitment and retention and permit our students and faculty to travel to conduct
research and to present their findings to colleagues at professional meetings. So
thank you for these increasingly important contributions.
This newsletter will update you on the accomplishments of alumni, students,
faculty, staff, and friends of SES. We love hearing about your lives and careers. Please
be sure to include your email and address when you write to us.
The SES star is rising, and you are all part of that success. If you are in Pullman, you
are very welcome to visit us in Hulbert Hall. Come by my office for a chat. I would
enjoy meeting you and learning more about you and your experiences while at WSU
and beyond.
Happy holidays to all and may the new year bring you many joys and successes!
GO COUGS!

—H. Alan Love, Professor and Director

Contact us:
Washington State University
School of Economic Sciences
PO Box 646210
Pullman, WA 99164-6210
Phone: 509-335-5555 | Fax: 509-335-1173
econs@wsu.edu | cahnrs-cms.wsu.edu/ses/

School Highlights
Alumni and Friends Weekend was held October 15, 2011, during Homecoming
weekend. Alumni and emeriti interacted with our current students, staff, and faculty
members before the kickoff of the WSU-Stanford football game. An entertaining live
auction and silent auctions generated a record breaking $7,657. The school’s Excellence/
Development Fund received $1,683; our Graduate Student Association earned $4,823; our
Italy Abroad students earned $741; and Dr. Shumway’s endowment received $410. Our
graduate students had certificates for using student hours for auction. They got in front
of the audience and demonstrated their work experience. Other graduate students spoke
about the items they donated. President and Mrs. Floyd donated a dinner for 4-6 to the
auction. Everyone’s generosity was astounding. Thank you to all those who participated.
Next year’s event will again be during Homecoming. Check our website for reservation
information.

New Faculty
T. Randall (Randy) Fortenbery is our newest professor and Small
Grains Endowed Chair. Randy was a professor and associate director
of the Wisconsin Bioenergy Initiative, the RENK Chair of Agribusiness,
and the director of the RENK Agribusiness Institute in the Department
of Agricultural and Applied Economics and School of Business at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. His research program currently
focuses on small grains price performance in local and national
markets. Randy looks at impacts of new information on relative
prices, as well as overall price levels and volatility. He is also engaged
in studying the impact of futures price action on the stability of cash prices with a focus
on convergence issues in wheat. Randy and his wife Eve have two children, one away at
college and one teaching scuba diving in Mexico.
H. Alan Love, joined the School of Economic Sciences as professor
and director. Alan received his bachelor’s degree with high distinction
in agricultural economics from the University of Kentucky, his master’s
degree in agricultural and applied economics from the University of
Minnesota, and his doctorate in agricultural and resource economics
from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1988. Before coming
to Washington State University, he held a joint appointment in the
Department of Agricultural Economics in the College of Agriculture
and Life Science and the Department of Information and Operations
Management in the Mays Business School at Texas A&M University. Prior to that, Alan
served on the faculty at Oregon State University and as an economist at Data Resources
Inc. Alan’s research focuses on industrial organization, supply-chain management,
information economics, and applied econometrics. He is the author of numerous articles,
book chapters, and other publications. Alan’s teaching responsibilities have included
graduate courses in industrial organization, managerial economics, auctions and
contracts, econometrics, international trade, and core MBA and undergraduate courses
in quantitative methods. In addition, he has advised numerous doctoral and master’s
students. Alan has received the American Agricultural Economics Association Quality
of Research Discovery Award, Western Agricultural Economics Association Outstanding
Published Research Award, Northeastern Agricultural and Resource Economics Association
Article of the Year Award, and Texas A&M Agriculture Program’s Vice Chancellor’s Award in
Excellence for a Research Team. Alan, his wife Diana, and their two sons are excited to be
in Pullman and are looking forward to exploring the Palouse and the Pacific Northwest.

School Faculty and Staff Honors and Awards
Michael Brady, received Highly Commended (second place) for the 2011 Outstanding
Article Award in Agricultural Finance Review 70(2) 2010 for “TaxDeferred Exchanges of Farmland: Theory and Evidence from Federal
Tax Data.”
Ken Casavant has been appointed to the Louisiana Water Resources
Board. Ken also has been appointed director of the new Freight Policy
Transportation Institute (FPTI) in SES, receiving over $1,500,000 in
grant funding for FPTI from the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Mike Brady
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Hayley Chouinard was appointed as a member of the Agricultural
and Applied Economics Association (AAEA) Outreach Committee.

Hayley Chouinard and Greg Galinato were selected as coeditors of the Journal of
Agricultural and Resource Economics.
Pat Kuzyk received one of two WSU Distinguished Teaching Awards. These awards are
given to outstanding non-tenure-track teachers at WSU.
Jeff LaFrance received the Australian Research Council Incubator Discovery Outstanding
Researcher Award, one of only 18 candidates throughout Australia to be granted the
award this year.
Karla Makus received the WSU ACADA Outstanding Advising Award, the Region 8
NACADA Academic Advising Award, and a NACADA Outstanding Advisor Award in 2011.
Tom Marsh has been elected to the Washington State Academy of Sciences, which
focuses on science-based policy analysis for the state of Washington.
Jill McCluskey was awarded a fall semester 2011 sabbatical leave to Cornell University to
conduct research on “Behavioral Economics of Food Choice.”
Ron Mittelhammer will be inducted as a fellow of the Journal of Econometrics at the
American Economics Association meetings this coming January in Chicago. There were
only 114 members of this prestigious group in 2008.

Bertha C. and Roy E. Leigh Distinguished Lecture in Economics
The Bertha C. and Roy E. Leigh Distinguished Lecture is a university-wide lecture made
possible by a generous gift from the family of Duane Leigh, professor emeritus and former
chair of the Department of Economics at Washington State University.
Dr. Orley Ashenfelter, Joseph Douglas Green 1895 Professor of Economics at Princeton
University, presented the 2011 Leigh Distinguished Lecture in Economics on the topic
“McWages, Cross Country Comparison of Wages.”

Featured External Speakers
Guest speakers included Ignacio Monzon, Collegio Carlo Alberto, Italy;
Rick Barichello, University of British Columbia; Jaromir Nosal, Columbia University;
Andrew Nutting, University of Idaho; Brenna Ellison, Oklahoma State University;
Greg Whitten, University of Pittsburgh; Kevin Donovan, Arizona State University; and
Ryan Herzog, Gonzaga University.

Visiting Scholar
Dr. Xueshu Li is a visiting scholar from the School of Finance and
Economics, Yunnan University of Finance and Economics, China. His
research deals with technology sharing to address climate change.
The advanced technologies (including energy efficiency technology,
low carbon technologies, and adjustment technology) are mainly
mastered by developed countries. Examining how to improve
opportunities for technology transfers to developing countries may
reduce long-term impacts of climate change.
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School Highlights continued
Gallardo Sees Potential from Tree Fruit Grant
In September 2011, apple and pear growers voted to donate a record $27 million to
WSU for tree fruit research. Apple and pear growers will be assessed $1 per ton of fruit
sold through a packinghouse over the course of the next eight years. These funds will
be used in three ways: (1) creation of six endowed chairs to provide perpetual support
for the tree fruit research program in the areas of physiology, pomology, soil health and
productivity, crop protection, and engineering and automation ($11 million); (2) creation
of an endowment to establish new positions integrated with county-based extension
educators in crop protection, post-harvest handling and storage, soil health and plant
nutrition, engineering, and plant improvement ($11 million); and (3) creation of an
endowment to support research orchard operations in Prosser and Wenatchee ($5 million).
This historic gift will increase the leverage of research and extension activities in tree fruit
and will impact all programs related to this industry, including economics. SES assistant
professor Karina Gallardo projected “SES will benefit from this gift through increased
opportunities to obtain extramural funding and to conduct interdisciplinary research with
a group of leading-edge scientists.”

Health Economics Active in the School of
Economic Sciences
When SES was founded in 2004, Robert Rosenman brought an active
research program in health economics. Research in this area grew as
Bidisha Mandal joined SES in 2007 and Ben Cowan arrived last year.
In addition, Ron Mittelhammer has recently expanded his research
interests to include health econometrics.
Bidisha Mandal is evaluating programs to improve the food choices
Robby Rosenman
of middle school students. The intervention includes reducing vending
machine beverages, limiting à la carte offerings, and adding seasonal
fruits and vegetables to student lunch menus. She is also working with Providence Health
and Services in Spokane to determine the cost-effectiveness of an innovative transitional
care approach to reduce preventable and unplanned hospital readmissions among highrisk patients. Bidisha has research pending and published in the Journal of American Dietetic
Association and in Social Science and Medicine.
Ben Cowan explores the economics of risky behavior, including both the causes and
consequences of risky behavior among youths and the interactions between health and labor
economics. He has recently published a paper on the incidence of healthcare costs of smoking
in the Journal of Health Economics. Ben has published results in the Economics of Education
Review showing that youths with the poorest economic prospects through college attendance
are more likely to smoke and take up other risky behaviors.
Robby Rosenman has authored or coauthored nine refereed health-related articles in
the last two years in a diverse set of journals including Public Choice, Medical Care Research
and Review, American Journal of Public Health, Applied Economics, and Obesity Review. Robby
is completing a two-year NIH grant on econometric problems in assessing the value of
prevention programs. He and coauthors presented papers last year on selection correction
for treatment outcomes and on handling systematically misclassified data. They also
published results on selection effects in the American Journal of Public Health and have a paper
forthcoming in Applied Economics about participation in universal prevention programs.
Among current SES doctoral students, Vidhura Tennekoon is addressing health
econometric issues, Fafa Asiseh is studying how cultural factors affect individual decision
making about risky sexual behavior, Andrey Zaikin is looking at medical tourism as
competition for U.S. providers, James Miller is doing research on the economics of the
mental health system, and Dinkar Kuchibhotla is researching whether the caste system
affects chronic ailments and physical disabilities in India.
Health economics has also been popular for Honors College undergraduates’ theses. Last
year Jenadee Nanini’s thesis highlighted excess demand in government health programs for
Native Americans and Karen Rogers’ thesis researched “Moral Hazard amongst Patients in the
Pacific Northwest.” Lauryn Ringwood is currently studying the interaction of cultural and
economic factors for obesity rates in various countries around the world and Liz Fournier
is doing a senior project on “An Analysis of the Difference in Health Care Costs Between the
United States and Canada.”
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IMPACT Center Highlights 2011
Thomas Marsh (professor, IMPACT director) focused his research on production and trade, including
a cooperative agreement with USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service to assess the economic
consequences of tree fruit diseases on domestic and international trade. Marsh continues to serve as a
subject matter expert to the Department of Homeland Security and the National Academy of Sciences
on the economic assessment of disease outbreaks in agriculture.
Mike Brady (research assistant professor) studied the economic impact of the potato industry on the
state economy. He was part of a large multidisciplinary research team from WSU and other universities
that secured a $3 million, five-year USDA grant to study impacts of climate change on Columbia River
Basin agriculture.
Suzette Galinato (research associate) coauthored production cost studies on pears grown in north
central Washington, on the establishment and production of Bartlett pears in the Yakima Valley, and on
organic apples in Washington. She is also contributing to a USDA grant on biodegradable mulches and
high tunnel production of specialty crops.
Yunfei Zhao (postdoctoral research associate) joined the IMPACT Center as an outreach coordinator
and contact person for the Export Assistance Program.
Srinivasa Ponnaluru (former postdoctoral research associate) has accepted a position at Vijayanagar
Sri Krishnadevaraya University in India. Good luck Sasi!

Undergraduate Highlights
Econ Club

Econ Club members with co-advisor Felix Munoz-Garcia.

Officers of the Econ Club are President Donald Petersen, Vice President Gaby McDannold, and
Secretary Adam Nance. Ana Espinola-Arrendon and Felix Munoz-Garcia are the club’s advisors.
Some words from President Petersen:
“The Econ Club discusses a wide range of economic topics including current issues like health care
reform, the job market, transportation, and the environment. At meetings, a student presents some
research and leads a discussion on it. An invited faculty member discusses his/her research in the area.
Other events include having econ alumni talk about what they do and what they studied at WSU. As
the Econ Club president, I would like to welcome students from all economics classes or students who
are just interested in economics to come to our meetings.” Econ Club activities during the 2010–11
academic year included:
Fall Semester 2010
Presenter: SES faculty member Mark Gibson. “Is the economic crisis over?”
Discussant: Shawn Tobin. “MBA and PhD programs in economics.”
Discussant: Amara Rodriguez. “Women and economics.”
Discussant: Ashley Willoughby. “Housing market.”
Discussant: Adam Nance [Internships for Economists]. “Job market for economists.”
Spring Semester 2011
Presenter: SES faculty member Seung Choi. “An introduction to China’s stock market.”
Presenter: Diane Gibson (DMG Consulting). “How to present your skills.”
Meeting with Dr. Orley Ashenfelter (Princeton University).
Presenter: SES faculty member Andrew Cassey. “International trade.”
Presenter: SES faculty member Ben Cowan. “A general perspective of labor economics.”
For more information about Econ Club activities visit cahnrs-cms.wsu.edu/ses/undergrad/Pages/
econclub.aspx.
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Undergraduate Kudos
Several SES undergraduates took home awards from the College of Agricultural,
Human, and Natural Resource Sciences 52nd Annual Awards Banquet in May.

Family and Consumer Scientist
of the Year Award

Kudos

Ryan Fallgren, B.S. Economic
Sciences, international trade and
development option, May 2011.
Ryan is currently working as an
instructor for CAHNRS,
teaching HD 205.

Aggie of the Year Award
Michael Anderson, B.S. Agribusiness
Economics and Management, May
2011. Michael is employed by
Lamb Weston as a production
supervisor at the Quincy,
Washington office.

The awards were presented by
Kimberlee Kidwell, professor and
associate dean for academic programs
in the WSU College of Agricultural,
Human, and Natural Resource Sciences.

Undergraduate Research and
Creative Projects Competition
First Place Human Sciences Category: Rini
Mukhopadhyay, B.S. Economic Sciences,
financial markets option, December 2010. Dr.
Vicki McCracken was Rini’s faculty mentor. Rini is
a graduate student in the economics program at
SUNY-University at Buffalo studying international
economics and econometrics.

2011–2012 CAHNRS
Undergraduate Research and
Creative Projects Proposal
Lauryn Ringwood, for her honors thesis work
on culture, economics, and obesity. She is being
coadvised by Drs. Robert Rosenman and Tom Power
(Human Development).
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SES Awards
Outstanding Senior in Agricultural
Economics and Management
Erin Dorsey,
B.S. Agricultural
Economics and
Management,
December
2010. She is a
credit officer for
Northwest Farm
Credit Services in
Salem, Oregon.

Outstanding Senior in Agricultural
Economics and Management
Bianca Garza,
B.S. Agribusiness
Economics and
Management,
May 2011. She
has a position
with National
Agricultural
Statistics Service in
Atlanta, Georgia.

Outstanding Senior in Agricultural
Economics
Jenadee Nanini,
B.S. Economic
Sciences, economic
analysis and
policy option, B.A.
Political Science,
third major in
philosophy, May
2011. She is a math
teacher in Dallas,
Texas, working for
Teach for America.

Wall Street Journal Award
Karen Rogers, B.S.
Economic Sciences,
economic analysis
and policy option,
May 2011. Karen is a
market research analyst
with Northwest Farm
Credit Services in
Spokane, Washington.

Western Agricultural Economics
Association Outstanding Senior Award
Elizabeth
Sieverkropp, B.S.
Agribusiness, May
2011. Elizabeth is
now attending the
University of Idaho
pursuing a master’s
degree in applied
economics.

The awards were presented
by SES Interim Director
Robby Rosenman.
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Undergraduate Highlights continued
Profiles of SES Students
Derek Jordan is an SES junior in the policy
option. He has been a resident advisor (RA) at
WSU. Last fall he was selected to represent the
Department of Residence Life and Washington
State University through an exchange program
with the University of New England (UNE) in
Armidale, Australia. This exchange sent him to
Australia at the end of January 2011 to study
and continue his role as a resident advisor for
two semesters.
He is completing his second semester abroad
at UNE and will be back in the United States in
early December. He has been up and down the
Pacific coast of Australia. Some of the highlights
of his experience include scuba diving at the
Great Barrier Reef, surfing on the Gold Coast,
swimming with sea lions and dolphins in Coffs
Harbour, and meeting amazing people while
studying at the university. Just recently he joined
the UNE Water Polo team and competed at the
Australian University Games in late September.

Derek Jordan Swimming with a seal.

Jenadee Nanini graduated from Washington State University
last spring with degrees in economics (B.S.), political science
(B.A.), and philosophy (pre-law). Jenadee applied for Teach for
America and was placed in Dallas, Texas, for a two-year
commitment to teach math in a middle school. West Dallas,
where Jenadee is teaching, is one of the poorest communities
in the nation, composed of nearly 70% Hispanics and 25%
African Americans.
Jenadee says each individual needs a catalyst to find their
passion and pursue it. Teach for America has been that avenue
where scholars have built relationships that not only focus on
content, but on character, community service, and developing
themselves as citizens in a global community.
Daniel Renz is an SES senior who is also completing a degree
in Chinese. This year he is studying abroad in China. He
recently reported: “Two days ago, with microphone in hand, I
stood on a stage in front of two hundred people and
introduced myself. Nothing too out of the ordinary, right?
Well, not exactly. The setting was a Chinese wedding in the
city of Harbin in northeastern China. The two hundred people
were all Chinese. And to top it all off, I introduced myself using
their language. All the gray-hair experiences like this make
language learning an exciting endeavor!”

Current Graduate Students
The school enrolled 13 new doctoral students and 7 new master’s students in fall 2011,
to raise the total number of graduate students to 81. Typically, about 40% of SES doctoral
students are from the United States. The school is enriched by students from many parts
of the world including Armenia, China, Columbia, Ghana, India, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Nepal,
Paraguay, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Zimbabwe.
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Graduate Student Awards and Honors
Fafanyo Asiseh (current doctoral student) received the WSU President’s Award for
Leadership. For more than ten years, the President’s Award has recognized the top 1%
of the total student population. Fafanyo was also designated a Compton Population and
Reproductive Health Fellow by the Compton Foundation/Population Reference Bureau.
This prestigious award is given to students from sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America to
improve the effectiveness of population and reproductive health programs.
Jude Bayham (current doctoral student) was
awarded the Jeffrey Krautkraemer Pay It Forward
Award given to a SES student who excels
academically and demonstrates a commitment to
sustainable use of environmental resources or
maintaining public goods for equitable use by all
people.
Scott Colby (’11 Ph.D.) received the USDA
Agriculture Food and Research Initiative (AFRI)
Postdoctoral Fellowship for 2011-2013. He will
be housed in SES and continue to work with his
supervisor, Jeffrey LaFrance.
Sara Simmons (’11 M.S.) received the
Outstanding Graduate Student Founders Award
presented by the WSU Association of Faculty
Women.
Max St. Brown (current doctoral student)
served as a 2011 American Institute for Economic
Research Summer Fellow.
Daniel Toro-González (current doctoral
Patti Gora (Jeff Krautkraemer’s wife) presented
student) was selected to participate in an
the award to Jude Bayham.
internship program at the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB) in Washington, D.C.,
during April and March 2011. The IADB is the largest source of development financing for
Latin America and the Caribbean. This was an important opportunity for Daniel to enrich
his academic formation at WSU.

DOCTORAL DEGREES
Scott Colby, Essays in Microeconomic Theory. Major Advisor: Dr. Jeff LaFrance.
Timothy Graciano, Importing, Uncertainty, and the Costs of Trade. Major Advisors:
Dr. Jeff LaFrance and Dr. Mark Gibson.
Andrew Hanks, The Economics of Information with Applications in Advertising and
Philanthropic Organizations. Major Advisors: Dr. Trent Smith and Dr. Jill McCluskey.
Shuo Li, Behavioral Economics of Retail Food Markets: Discounts, Coupons and Healthier
Menus. Major Advisor: Dr. Jill McCluskey.
Diem Nguyen, Econometric Analysis of Firm Performance and Student Success. Major
Advisor: Dr. Vicki McCracken.
Nathan Skuza, Three Essays on Experimental Auctions and Organic Products. Major Advisor:
Dr. Vicki McCracken.
Hainan Wang, Wine Consumption and Export Opportunities in China. Major Advisor:
Dr. Jill McCluskey.
Qiujie Zheng, Production, Consumption and Risk in Agricultural Economics. Major Advisor:
Dr. Vicki McCracken.
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Graduate Student Highlights
SES Graduate Student Association Officers
President Jared Woolstenhulme
I grew up in a small town in Idaho near Jackson Hole, Wyoming. I’m a third-year
doctoral student and my current research focuses on the economics of university partner
accommodation policies.
Vice President Lilian Carrillo
I was born in Colombia, where I’ve been a
professor of economic sciences since 2004.
I am a third-year doctoral student.
Treasurer Tesfaye Deboch
Selam! I grew up in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
I am a second-year doctoral student
and my main interest is in economic
development in third world countries.
Executive Secretary Ryan Bain
Back row (left to right): Jared Woolstenhulme, president;
Tesfaye Deboch, treasurer; Ryan Bain, executive
secretary Front row: Lilian Carrillo, vice president

I grew up in Kennedale, Texas, just
outside of Fort Worth. I enjoy discussing
education, health, and sports economics. I
also love playing disc golf. I am a secondyear doctoral student.

Our plans for SES GSA
This year we are focusing on preparing graduate students for the job market. We are
hosting several events throughout the year including a poster design workshop, the third
annual poster competition, and an etiquette and networking dinner, which will ultimately
lead to some graduate students traveling to Seattle next August to present research at the
annual AAEA meetings. We hope to involve and prepare as many students as possible so
that we can represent the SES and WSU well.
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Master’s Degrees
Sean Balch, advised by Jill McCluskey.
Ludwig Linares Pantigos, advised by Gilad Aharonovitz.
Nicholas Sheets, advised by Jon Yoder.
Sara Simmons, advised by Ken Casavant.
Fenosoa Rambeloson, advised by Phil Wandschneider.

SES Undergraduates
December 2010, May 2011, August 2011

Bachelor of Arts in Economics
Jesse Albert (Cum Laude), Wesley Anderson (Magna Cum Laude), Justin Blatner
(Magna Cum Laude), Stephan Brame, Kin-Wah Chu, Brett Costanzo, Patrick
Franck, Wing-Yi Ho, Kendra Koch, Ayumi Kumanaka, Steve “Logan”
Makrecky, Colton Rowe, Eskinder Said, Kevin Salkey, Anthony Joseph Walike,
Dan White

Bachelor of Science in Agribusiness
Elizabeth Sieverkropp (Cum Laude)

Bachelor of Science in Agribusiness Economics and Management
Bianca Garza (Magna Cum Laude), Andrea Henderson

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Economics and Management
Michael Anderson (Magna Cum Laude), Stephanie Cross, Erin Dorsey (Cum Laude),
Michelle Peterschick, Bryan Sherman (Magna Cum Laude)

Bachelor of Science in Environmental and Resource Economics and
Management
Peter Van Lunsen

Bachelor of Science in Economic Sciences
Jordan Amick, Cody Atkins, James Barber, Dominique Austin, Justin Bobson,
Danielle Brechwald, Adam Bremmeyer, Michael Brown (Summa Cum Laude),
Philip Cortez, Shane Dippold, Evan Donald, Jared Druffel (Cum Laude),
Gary Durning, Ryan Fallgren (Summa Cum Laude), Blake Herman, Chad Hersey,
Eric Hill, Elizabeth Hodgin (Magna Cum Laude), Kok-To Ip, Griffin Jones,
Sean Kells, Tyler Ketelsen, Garam Kim, Alex King, Kha Anh Lam,
Xiaodong Lang, Pei-Ning Lee, Kyung Lim, Erika Matson (Magna Cum Laude),
John Maxwell (Magna Cum Laude), Scott Moore, Geoffrey Moyer,
Rini Mukhopadhyay, Jenadee Nanini (Magna Cum Laude), Lars Odegaard,
Michelle Peterschick, Siu Hin Pong, Michael Reinhardt, Karen Rogers (Magna
Cum Laude), Ryan Ross, Karlis Rubenis, Jacob Ruland, Spencer Schairer,
Brian Schoonover, Andy Schwartz, Kyle Sherman, Brendon Steele,
Kellan Toman, Tu Tran, Man Hwa Samantha Tsui, Paul Varano,
Robin Verbeck, Steven Williamson, Yanan Wu
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Alumni News
Don Blayney (’88 Ph.D. AgEcon) has been a long time loyal supporter of his alma mater and
one of the more generous contributors in the history of the school. He recently received
the WSU Heritage Society Award for his lifetime giving to WSU, his giving to the prior
Agricultural and Resource Economics Department, and his continued giving to the School of
Economic Sciences. Blayney recently provided the funds necessary to endow the Ermalinda
“Dolly” LaPorte Scholarship that will provide scholarships to SES majors in perpetuity, and
he has annually donated substantial funds to the SES Development Fund. The school, and
WSU, are very grateful for the steadfast support of our successful and loyal alum.
William Ebel (’65 B.S. AgEcon) is still active with Northwestern Mutual (46 years). He is
a business and estate planning specialist and a member the company’s Estate Strategies
Group. He has 14 grandchildren.
Jill Findeis (’82 Ph.D. AgEcon) was previously distinguished professor at Penn State. She
retired from Penn State on August 14, after 29 years of service, and started at the University
of Missouri on August 15. At Missouri she is director, Division of Applied Social Sciences
(DASS), and professor, Agricultural and Applied Economics, College of Agriculture, Food and
Natural Resources.
Jerome J. (Jerry) Hammond (’74 Ph.D. AgEcon), former USDA Economic Research Service
economist, died at his home in Alexandria, Virginia, on May 21 from leukemia. He was 69.
He retired in 2002 as director of the ERS International Programs Division after 28 years with
the USDA.
Richard (’80 B.S. AgEcon, B.A. Business, B.A. Economics) and Diane Harris of Chehalis,
Washington, have a two-year-old granddaughter named Avery and are expecting their
second grandchild in late October from their daughter, Katie Harris, who graduated from
WSU in 2007 with a bachelor’s degree in animal sciences. Waiting for this one is a surprise,
as they do not know whether it is a boy or a girl.
Verne House (’71 Ph.D. AgEcon) says, “The knowledge and skills I learned at WSU equipped
me for a successful career. What a wonderful (but challenging) experience it was. But
WSU did not teach me what to do in retirement. I’m having a fun time learning that by
experience. I wish you and WSU all the best.”
Jesse Lyon (’92 B.S. AgEcon) was just named the chair of the business transactions practice
group at the Davis Wright Tremaine Portland office.
Karl Meilke (’68 B.S. AgEcon) retired from the Department of Food, Agricultural and
Resource Economics (FARE), University of Guelph, Canada, after 38 years of service. Karl
will continue as the director of the Canadian Agricultural Trade Policy and Competitiveness
Research Network and plans to maintain his association with FARE.
Sunder (’95 Ph.D. Econ) and Jayathi (WSU Math) Raghavan both teach at Embry-Riddle
University in Florida. They have a 15-year-old daughter Rumya, who is a junior in high
school. During his sabbatical, Sunder taught in China at Wuhan University of Technology
and three of his students from there are currently pursuing their undergraduate degree at
WSU. They miss Pullman a lot, although they enjoy living in Florida.
Mike (’70 B.A. Econ) and Judi Scott continue to reside in East Wenatchee, Washington.
They are both now retired from their day jobs but continue to operate their orchard and
winery. They have five grandchildren who keep them on the court and field. In their mid60s, they are enjoying semi-retirement and the wonderful eastern Washington weather and
landscape.
Jacob (Jake) Spratt (’05 B.A. Econ) graduated from law school at the University of Denver
last spring and is now working as a municipal bond attorney at the Denver law firm
Sherman & Howard LLC.
Chad (’00 AgEcon) and Jeana (’05 Pharmacy) Steiner are living in Rocklin, California, where
Chad is working for Syngenta as a district manager in northern California and Jeana is a halftime pharmacist for Target. They celebrated the birth of their son Carston Michael Steiner
on February 27, 2011, and are loving living the reality of parenthood everyone told them
about!
Stephanie Swannack (’02 B.A. Agribus,’04 M.S. Agribus) had the opportunity in April to
move to Paris with her company, Catalina Marketing, something she has been working
toward for two years. Catalina has had a strong presence in the European market for
25 years with the primary office in Paris. Now she wishes she had taken French in high
school instead of Spanish. But she is learning quickly with the help of a great tutor and her
coworkers, and enjoying the new office environment. She says, “I do miss my fellow WSU
alumni (unfortunately we don’t have a chapter in Paris!), but life is very good, and please
don’t hesitate to look me up if you make it to Europe!”
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C. James (Jim) Quann (’60 M.A. AgEcon) is WSU registrar emeritus and coordinator of
veterans research. Through his history-related group, The Westerners Spokane Corral, Jim
just published his sixth article in the April 2011 issue of The Pacific Northwesterner quarterly
(released in June 2011). It is titled “Coulee City: Small Town America on the Columbia
Plateau.” Jim grew up near Coulee City; his article covers the history of the area, pinpointing
three pioneer families who settled near the city and whose sons were important World War
II veterans.
Andy Williams (’03 B.S. AgEcon ) was selected as the Washington State Outstanding
Agricultural Educator of the Year and the Lind, Washington, Ag Program, for which he is the
advisor, was selected as the Outstanding Ag Program of the Year by the National Association
of Agricultural Educators. He and his wife Lori (’03 AgEcon) are expecting their second child
in the spring.

SES is keeping up with the times
Please visit our Facebook page at facebook.
com/pages/School-of-Economic-SciencesSES/127708893955775#!/group.
php?gid=97768975491.
Please inform us and your fellow alumni about
your activities throughout the year.

Hang Gliding Goes Well, but Real
Adventure is on the Ground
The first photo below shows
doctoral student and experienced
hang glider pilot Peter Gray, with
Pam Rosenman (Professor Robby
Rosenman’s wife), practicing
“harnessing up” for hang gliding.
The second and third photos
show them soaring above
Mount Baldy along Washington’s
beautiful Yakima River Canyon.
Unexpectedly, Pam’s
husband, SES Professor Robby
Rosenman, experienced the
biggest scare on the ground.
When he stopped to open a
gate as he drove back down the
mountain, watching Pam and
Peter peacefully soaring above,
he observed Peter’s pickup truck
accelerating down the road away
from him. Robby explained,
“Apparently it popped out of
gear and the parking brake really
didn’t work.” Despite his recent
back surgery, he sprinted after
the truck, jumped in, and
stopped the runaway vehicle
just before it plunged into
a steep gully.
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Faculty Moving On
Gilad Aharonovitz has accepted a position at the Eitan Berglas School of Economics,
Tel-Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel.
Jeffrey LaFrance recently has been appointed as a distinguished academic professor
in the Economics Department at Monash University, in the greater Melbourne
metropolitan area of Victoria, Australia. The Economics Department at Monash
consistently ranks between 40th and 50th among all graduate programs worldwide.
Professor LaFrance will teach the first core graduate microeconomic theory course there
and will conduct research on both theoretical and applied microeconomics.
Trenton Smith has accepted a position at the University of Otago, Department of
Economics, Dunedin, New Zealand, as senior lecturer.
Jennifer Steele has accepted a position at the University of Auckland, Department of
Economics, Auckland, New Zealand, as senior lecturer.
Mykel Taylor has accepted a position at Kansas State University as an assistant professor,
farm management.

Retirement
Sharon Baum served as a secretary and chair’s/director’s assistant in the former
Agricultural Economics Department and then in the School of Economic Sciences from
1974 until her initial retirement in 2009. Then she was rehired part time to handle
production responsibilities for this newsletter and as assistant to the chair of the
graduate admissions committee until May of this year. For years Sharon was the “go
to” person to find out what was really going on in the unit. Generations of faculty, staff,
students, and alumni wish Sharon a pleasant retirement with her grandchildren, as a
volunteer resident advocate at local assisted living/nursing homes, and as a formidable
competitor on the golf links.

In Memoriam
Bruce Florea,
Extension economist in
WSU’s Department of
Agricultural Economics
until his retirement in
1981, died at age 88
on July 22, 2011, in
Columbia, Missouri. Bruce
was an articulate and
courageous extension
educator of agricultural
policy. Post-retirement,
Bruce continued teaching
at the University of
Missouri. Eventually he
realized his dream of
running his family farm
Jim Barron (left), former chair of the WSU Department of Agricultural and
just outside of Columbia.
Resource Economics, with Mary and Bruce Florea during the summer of 2005
During World War II Bruce
attained the rank of 2nd Lieutenant co-piloting B-17 bombers on 35 combat missions
out of England. According to long-time colleagues Ken Duft and Jim Barron, Bruce
had the opportunity to be relieved of this highly hazardous duty after 25 missions but
volunteered to continue. His plane was shot down and he safely parachuted to the
ground on two missions, once behind enemy lines. He was able to return to his unit and
continue flying on both occasions. Bruce is survived by his wife Mary, two children, and
four grandchildren.
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THANKS TO OUR 2011 LEADERSHIP VOLUNTEERS
SES Advisory Committee
Peter Berck, Willem Drost, Grant Forsyth, David Knowles, Dave Lamoreaux, Denny
LeMaster, Monte Marti, Fred Mills, Sean Phinney, Bryan Sakuma, and Stephanie
Schweitzer.

Friends Development Committee
Monte Marti (Chair), Bruce Prenguber (Vice Chair), Nick Campos, Bart Gebers, Eric Jessup,
Duane Leigh, Katie Nelson, Toby Paterson, Larry Pederson, Leslie Roy, Edward Schneider,
Robert Thayer, Tracy Tribbett, Hildegard Van Voorthuizen, James Weed, and Tom Roney.

University Recognition
Dane

Karen

Jenadee

Steven

Big Ten Senior Awards
are given by the
University to outstanding
students in 10 categories.
Four award winners
are from SES.
Academics:
Karen Rogers;
Campus Involvement:
Steven Williamson
and Jenadee Nanini;
and Visual/Performing
Arts: Dane Youngren.
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Annual gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Donald Blayney
Robert Berney and Georgette Toews
Kurt and Leslie Dammeier
Seattle Foundation

Crimson President’s Associates

Annual gifts of $10,000 or more
Decagon Devices, Incorporated
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving

Platinum President’s Associates

Lifetime gifts of $1,000,000 to 4,999,999
Grady Auvil
Lillie Auvil

Silver Laureate

Lifetime gifts of $100,000 to $499,999
Steven and Penne Sakuma
Larry Smith
Mary Jane Smith
Beulah Wilke

Benefactors

Lifetime gifts of $500,000 to $999,999
Motorola, Incorporated
Alexander Swantz

Crimson Benefactors

Annual gifts of $500 to $999
Robert Berney and Georgette Toews
Mark and Laural Bohnet
Robert Braden
Mark and Nancy Brandon

Tower Club

Annual gifts of $1,000 to $1,999
American Express Foundation
Linda Baker
William Pan and Vicki McCracken
Ron and Eva Sher
Randy and Maureen Shumway

Bryan Society

Annual gifts of $2,000 to $2,499
Cleve and Judith Borth
Staci Day
Fabrizio Felloni
Robert Funk
David and Patti Knowles
V. Lane and Mary Jo Rawlins
C. Richard and Janet Shumway
Lonn and Susan Sipes
Wells Fargo Community Support

President’s Associates

Annual gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Edward and Elizabeth Schneider

Silver President’s Associates

Annual gifts of $1 to $499
AT&T Matching Gift Program
Bank of the West
Jim Barron
Dan and Pamela Bernardo
Keith Blatner
Donald Bourgo
Douglas and Colleen Bunn
Walter and Elinor Butcher
William and Robin Carter
Kenneth and Dorothy Casavant
Mitchell and Mary Jo Chandler
Binod Choudhary
K. Janie Countryman
Thomas and Jaimie Dahl
Kurt and Leslie Dammeier
Kurt and Sarah Druffel
Arthur and Joyce Duarte

Sustaining Donors

Gail and Marilyn Cramer
Jianqing Hu and Fengqin Zhao
Paula and Sanjiv Khosla
H. Alan Love and Diana Burton
Monte and Carole Marti
Ron and Linda Mittelhammer
Robert and Pamela Rosenman
State of Washington
Caroline Troy

Many thanks to all who have contributed to the school’s development fund and to the endowment
campaign to provide distinguished professorships, graduate fellowships, and undergraduate
scholarships in the School of Economic Sciences. Your generous donations assure continued
excellence of vital programs. The following listing of annual gifts includes contributions for the
period October 4, 2010, through October 4, 2011; however, the category assignments are
provided by the university for fiscal years 2010–2011 and 2011–2012. If we missed listing your
donation, please accept our apologies and let us know of our oversight.

Alumni and friends continue to ask us about the relationship between the School of Economic
Sciences, the College of Business, and the College of Agricultural, Human, and Natural Resource
School
of Economic
Sciences
Sciences (CAHNRS). Since our merger in July 2004, SES has been fully integrated
in CAHNRS.
There
PO Box 646210
is no administrative relationship between SES and the College of Business. Donations
made to the
Pullman,
WAfully
99164-6210
College of Business do not reach SES and do not benefit SES in any way. Those
funds are
utilized by the College of Business for its programs and faculty. Please designate WSU School of
Economic Sciences specifically for any donations you make. You can then be assured that your
generosity will work for continued excellence for our programs and faculty in economics, agricultural
economics, agribusiness, and natural resource and environmental economics. We appreciate your
continued support.

Continuing a History of Excellence

Richard and Danielle Engelhardt
Robert Farrow and Elaine King
Randy Fortenbery
Mark Gibson
Timothy Graciano
David and Debra Habr
Jerome Hammond
Dennis and Jan Hefner
Jack and Jacquelyn Houston
John and Marla Hovey
Frederick and Lianne Inaba
F. Michael and Sally Kilpatrick
Marylee and Norman King
Roel Langendoen
Jane and Steve LePage
Wilbur and Joyce Linn
William and Linda Lyman
Craig and Janet Magwire
Larry and Karla Makus
Matt and Jill McCluskey
Scott and Debbie McKinlay
Lloyd Mercer
Arland Michel
James Miller
Felix Munoz-Garcia and Ana EspinolaArrendon
Richard and Mary Munroe
Neill’s Flowers & Gifts

Aaron Olanie
Dennis and Jacqueline Oldenstadt
A. Desmond and Sheila O’Rourke
Stephen and Melissa Pazan
Anthony and Ilene Pellecchia
Ronald and Janet Pickering
Angelo and Esther Pocchia
Bruce Prenguber & Jane Koller Prenguber
Russell Pylkki and Kathryn Combs
Tom Roney
Donn and Yoko Reimund
Bryan and Barbara Sakuma
Leo and Patricia Sax
Allan Schultz and Andrea Lubov
Geoffrey Sechter
Bob Thayer
James and Tracy Toman
Michael and Tracy Totey
Raymond and Donna Turi
Richard and Barbara Utter
Roy and Joyce Van Denburgh
Steven Vining
Phil Wandschneider
Mark and Britt Ward
Norm and Cynthia Whittlesey
Vincent and Patricia Wixon
Jared Woolstenhulme
Shuoe-Yien Yu

School of Economic Sciences
PO Box 646210
Pullman, WA 99164-6210

The attached
envelope can be
used to make your
contribution or
pledge or you can go
to www.ses.wsu.edu
and click on
“I Want to Give.”
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